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1 Introduction

Sentiment Analysis is a rapidly growing research area that aims to examine humans’ emotions/opinion in
subjective documents (e.g., product reviews, news articles, social media posts). One of the most popular
methods to perform sentiment analysis tasks is to use sentiment lexicons that associate words with their
polarity (e.g., positive or negative). These lexicons can be manually compiled (e.g., Harvard General In-
quirer (Stone et al., 1966) and Micro-WNOp (Cerini et al., 2007)) or semi-automatically acquired using some
labelled words (e.g., SentiWordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010) and MPQA (Wilson et al., 2005)). Several re-
searchers have generated multi-dimensional (a↵ective meaning) lexicons that associate words/ concepts with
a↵ective meaning, a three-dimensional real-value vectors of evaluation, potency, and activity (i.e., valence,
dominance, and arousal) (Osgood, 1957; Bradley and Lang, 1999; Warriner et al., 2013). Other researchers
have noted that these multi-dimensional models provide a comprehensive and universal representation of
human emotions and that a one- or two- dimensional representation is insu�cient to represent humans’
emotions (Fontaine et al., 2007). The human-coded semantic lexicons are composed of a relatively small set
of words, and incur a high cost for the manual annotation. Further, these lexicons do not cover the wide
variety of emerging terms (e.g. on the Internet and social media such as selfie, sexting, or photobomb). To
overcome this limitation, we propose an approach to extend an a↵ective meaning lexicon using semantic and
distributed word representations. Our approach propagates existing sentiment annotations to new words
according to word similarity, either according to word semantics or word distributions in large-scale cor-
pora. The results show that using word semantic neural word embedding generates the highest correlations
(⌧ = 0.51) and error rates less than 1.1 with existing labels.

2 Methodology

Label propagation algorithms (Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002; Zhou et al., 2004) rely on the idea of building
a similarity graph with labelled (seed words/paradigm words) and unlabelled nodes (words). The labels
or scores of the known nodes (words) are then propagated through the graph to the unlabelled nodes by
repeatedly multiplying the weight matrix (a�nity matrix) against the labels or scores vector. Following the
same principle, the graph label propagation algorithm in this paper: 1) creates a set of labeled L = (Xl, Yl)
and unlabelled data points or words U = (Xu, Yu) where |U |+ |L| = |V |, V is all the words in the vocabulary
set, X is the word, and Y is the sentiment (E, P, A scores) attached to that word; 2) constructs an undirected
weighted graph G = {E, V,W} where V is a set of vertices (words), E edges, W is an |V | ⇥ |V | weight
matrix ( where wij � 0); 3) Computes the random walk normalized Laplacian matrix � = D�1W (where
D is the degree matrix); 4) initializes the labeled nodes/words Yl with their EPA values, and the unlabeled
nodes/words Yu with zeroes; 4) propagates the sentiment scores to adjacent nodes by computing Y  �Y
(weighted by a factor ↵) and clamps the labeled nodes Yl to their initial values L after each iteration.

We implemented the label propagation algorithm using four di↵erent methods of computing a�nity ma-
trix and word representations. First, a semantic lexicon-based label propagation (SLLP) in which the graph
is built based upon the semantic relationship between words. These semantic features were obtained from
WordNet dictionary (WN) (Miller, 1995) and the paraphrase database (PPDB) (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013).
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Second, a corpus-based label propagation (CLP) in which vocabulary and weights come from co-occurrence
statistics in corpora. The co-occurrence statistics were gathered from the signal media (SM) (Corney et
al., 2016) and the North American News (NAN) (Gra↵, 1995) news corpora. Third, a neural word em-
bedding label propagation (NWELP) that uses two pre-trained word embedding models: skip-gram model
(SG) (Mikolov et al., 2013) and Global vector for word representation (GloVe) (Pennington et al., 2014),
and fourth, a combination of semantic and distributional methods (semantic neural word embedding label
propagation - SNWELP). We use the algorithms to augment a manually-annotated a↵ective dictionary (War-
riner et al., 2013). We randomly divided the dictionary (rescaled into 2 [�4.3,+4.3]) into training-set (5566
words) and testing-set (8349 words). The seed words, which contribute to no more than 1% of all words in
each algorithm, are sampled from the training-set, and all results are presented on the testing-set. Words
are sampled non-randomly such that they maximally span the EPA space. To compare the induced EPA
against the manually annotated EPA, we used Kendall ⌧ rank correlation and mean absolute error (MAE).

The four algorithms just described are all semi-supervised in that they only require labels on a small
fraction of the training set. In order to ground the results, we used a supervised learning algorithm to
train a support vector regression (SVR) model on co-occurrence statistics derived from the skip-gram word
embedding model (SG) (Mikolov et al., 2013). The supervised method uses all the labels in the training set
(over 5000 labels).

3 Results

Table 1 shows the results of comparing the induced EPA scores using the label propagation algorithms
against their corresponding values in the testing-set. Table 2 shows some of the induced EPA scores and
their corresponding values in (Warriner et al., 2013) dataset.

Method Corpus ⌧ MAE

E P A E P A

CLP

SM 0.219 0.0263 0.162 1.10 1.09 0.85

NAN 0.122 0.060 0.084 1.30 1.0 0.99

SLLP

WN 0.388 0.244 0.329 0.91 0.79 0.71

PPDB 0.391 0.181 0.309 0.92 0.89 0.79

NWELP

SG 0.437 0.283 0.350 0.84 1.08 0.88

GloVe 0.430 0.113 0.357 1.09 1.07 0.84

SNWELP

PPDB+GloVe 0.434 0.209 0.360 1.09 1.07 0.84

WN+GloVe 0.445 0.220 0.366 1.07 1.05 0.84

PPDB+SG 0.510 0.284 0.459 1.10 0.97 0.84

WN+SG 0.510 0.291 0.461 1.10 0.95 0.83

Supervised SVR 0.628* 0.422* 0.500* 0.60* 0.60* 0.56*

Table 1: The results of the label propagation algorithms in comparison with the ground truth EPA values. Method=
the algorithm used for lexicon induction, ⌧ = Kendall’s ⌧ correlation and MAE=Mean Absolute Error. CLP, SLLP,
NWELP and SNWELP are all semi-supervised and use only a small set of labels for sampled seed words, where as
the Supervised algorithm (bottom row) uses all labels in the training set. The highest scores of the label propagation
algorithms are in a boldface. The highest scores of all the algorithms are in boldface*.

Word Method Induced EPA True EPA

injustice SG+WN [-1.9, 0.3, -1.7 ] [-2.7, 1.6, -1.86]

fearful SG+WN [-2.8, -0.1 , -2.0] [-2.5, 0.5, -2.0]

evil SG+PPDB [-2.1, 0.1, -1.5] [-2.9, 0.7, -1.5]

successful SG+PPDB [ 2.5, -0.6, 2.0] [2.97, 0.09, 2.9]

Table 2: Some example of the induced EPA and their EPA ratings from Original-EPA-lexicon and the induced EPA
values using semantic and neural word embeddings label propagation (SNWELP).
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4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, we propose a set of semi-supervised graph-based lexicon induction algorithms to expand
sentiment lexicons. We found that, with only as few as 50 labeled words, error rates as low as 0.83 and
⌧ correlation as high as 0.51 are possible in some dimensions. Comparing the results across the di↵erent
a↵ective dimensions (E,P, and A) shows that the rank correlation ⌧ for potency (P) was low in comparison
with the scores for evaluation (E) and activity (A) in both the semi-supervised algorithms and the supervised
algorithm. While the rank correlation ⌧ of the evaluation (E) scores were the highest in all the algorithms.
This would indicate that words with similar word embeddings have a similar evaluation scores.
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